LOOP, LLC
Website: www.loopllc.com
Facility Address
224 East 101 Place
Cut Off, LA 70345-3935

LOOP is a Deepwater Port Complex
constructed for the transportation of
crude oil from Very Large Crude Carriers
(VLCCs) and Ultra Large Crude Carriers
(ULCCs) to connecting pipelines for
refinery supplies. The LOOP Deepwater
Port Complex is comprised of a Marine
Terminal platform complex, two pump
stations, a crude oil storage facility
encompassing salt caverns and surface
tanks, a 48-inch Main Oil Line (MOL)
and diesel delivery system.
The Marine Terminal platform complex
is 18 miles offshore and beyond state
waters in the Gulf of Mexico in Grand
Isle Block 59. The MOL, a 44-mile 48inch bi-directional pipeline, transports
crude oil from the Marine Terminal to
the Clovelly Dome Storage Terminal
(CDST) via the Fourchon Booster
Station (FBS). Since 2018, LOOP has
the ability to reverse the flow of the MOL
and transport crude oil from the CDST to
receiving tankers at the Marine Terminal.
The FBS is located in Port Fourchon,
LA and is utilized to boost the oil flow
between the MT and the CDST. Also,
located at the FBS is a diesel delivery
system to provide diesel fuel oil to
the MT. For this purpose, the FBS is
connected by a 10-inch pipeline to
a barge dock (Bayou Moreau Fuel
Dock) approximately 2000 feet to the
northwest on Bayou Moreau. Diesel
offloaded at the dock is transmitted
through the pipeline to two 30,000 barrel
storage tanks at the FBS. From the
storage tanks the diesel is pumped to
the Marine Terminal via a 4-inch pipeline
on as needed basis.

The CDST is located near Galliano, LA
and receives crude oil from the Main Oil
Line. Crude oil received at the CDST is
injected into one of eight underground
storage caverns or transferred via a 42inch pipeline to one of twenty-two above
ground storage tanks for later delivery
to various outgoing pipelines adjacent
to the CDST for distribution to area
refineries.
COMMITMENT TO SAFETY, HEALTH
& ENVIRONMENT
The LOOP Vision is to be the premier
facility in the world for offloading,
transporting, storing and delivering
crude oil. Inherent to this Vision is
LOOP’s commitment to maintain
the highest standards for safety and
reliability to protect the environment,
the health of its employees, contract
personnel, the public and its customers.
To further its Vision, LOOP is committed
to the operation of its facilities in
compliance with all applicable rules and
regulations.
A core component of LOOP’s
principles and beliefs is that safety
and environmental performance is
mandatory for success and comes
first. In furtherance of these beliefs
and principles, LOOP commits to
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Changes may occur. Contact the operator to
discuss their pipeline systems and areas of
operation.

provide an effective training program
to ensure that employees and
contractors understand the roles and
responsibilities of individuals to facilitate
safe and environmentally sound
operations. LOOP maintains the safe
operation of its pipeline through its
integrity management program, routine
inspections, preventive maintenance
and testing programs, corrosion control
program and training. While LOOP is
committed to safe operation it also has
procedures and a response organization
in place to control, contain, and mitigate
the various types of emergencies that
could occur at one of its facilities. LOOP
is committed to working with federal,
state and local emergency responders
on an ongoing basis to promote a timely
and efficient response in the event an
emergency situation should occur. In
the same respect, LOOP is committed
to safe operations and education of
the public in the community through its
Public Awareness Program.
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